Immense™, unlimited possibilities

TREND
Born with style
There is no word that expresses better the feeling of vastness than
Immense™.
The idea of immense is so big, that it is not easy to measure. It implies an authority in a matter of size and possibilities. It describes something that is bigger than all the rest; nothing can be greater than what is immense... right?

In the essence of the word lies the wisdom of the concept of infinite. An idea that can easily describe the power this new collection has to transform people’s lives with striking and unlimited designs.
We named this collection Immense™ to make a statement of how this new collection evokes landscapes and sceneries of immeasurable beauty.
Immense™ age
The Immense™ Foliage pattern mirrors the passion of nature with a design inspired by a cluster of leaves. It’s like being in a dream where a blossoming garden meets the hand of a gifted artist who reinvents the arrangement of elements to create a relaxing ambiance.
The blooming immensity of lines and figures that sets the mood.
It’s easy to understand why people go to a museum. Why people stop and stare at an art piece. When we created this pattern, we were thinking that way. What would make somebody stop and stare at a wall where there aren’t any art pieces hung? Easy, a wall with an artistic effect that takes people into a state of immensity, a place where art comes alive.
A vast array of nature-like symbols converges in a dreamy sketch of inspiration.
Immense™

act
The perception of reality changes continually in this breathtaking flow of lines and figures that are interlaced. The superb effect this pattern produces is an optical illusion that plays with space and time and lets your senses take you into a place where hypnotic designs blend harmoniously with depth and color.
It has movement.
It has depth.
It has magic.
To create a pattern that evokes such a feeling, we traveled into another dimension in inspiration. Every time you look at this pattern, you are going to be immediately transported into immense spiral of sensations that will make you feel delighted with what you see and how it makes you feel.
A manifest of beauty where every line assembles to magnify the effect of sophistication.
Immense™ Parallels is a symphony of luxury... A pattern where triangular shapes come alive in a parallel world where each figure is aligned in a dance-like scenario of colors and structures that capture the stimulating power of creativity.
Immense™ Parallels 1
A design that imprints character to your life and creates a magnetic charm.
We believe in the influence great design can have on your life. When we design a pattern such as Immense Parallels, we know we are creating a ripple effect of beauty, elegance, and style that can make anyone feel good. Contemplating the designs in this pattern will make your mind and soul stand in a parallel world of magic, greatness and imagination.
It’s easy to get lost in the amazing spectacle that is watching this pattern.
Balance is what creates beauty. Immense Symmetry is a pattern where proportions are flawless, where one line merges into another to create a whole universe of hexagons that reflect charisma and great personality. It’s an expression of elegance where original design and unique ideas coexist naturally.
Immense™ Symmetry 1
A declaration of great taste
in style and design.
Symmetry is the equality in the number of parts, the likeness in forms and sizes. Once you get inside this pattern, all your surroundings will start glowing. You’ll see a newly and refreshed atmosphere where you will be more aware of light and color and you will experience the ambiance that it creates like never before.
Hexagonal figures overlap in a fashionable way that evokes a splendidous sensation.
The Immense™ collection is crafted to transform your perception of depth and light and to induce your senses into an exploration of designs, colors, textures, and figures that will expand your imagination like never before.
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